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Message from the president - Ed McLaughlin
I hope you have been thinking and planning ahead for the convention in Branson. Dave and
fellow “Bransonsians” are planning a great convention. Hope to see you in September.
Watch for the upcoming sale of three notable collections which will be listed for sale either on
the website or on EBAY. More information in this newsletter or on the website. (See Terry’s
article.) These collections may give us some insight to the process of dispersing our collections.
This will also give collectors a source for many more cribbage boards. Great purchasing
possibilities are on the horizon.
Keep on Peggin’
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2015 Convention News
We want to encourage everyone to add an extra day or two before the convention and enjoy
the attractions within walking distance of the Hilton Hotel where the convention is scheduled
to be.
Ride The Ducks. These are amphibious vehicles that give a
two-hour tour of the area including going into the river for
a short ride and back out again. The driver narrates as they
go along, some of them are humorous besides.

There is now a zip-line from the center of the landing ACROSS the river to
a high bank on the other side and back again. Definitely for the
adventuresome soul.

Hopefully, by the time the convention gets
here, a tethered balloon ride will be ready
to go on the north end of the Landing. Goes
up maybe 80-100 feet and is anchored there
for a period of time to take a look at the
surrounding countryside.
The Branson Scenic Railway-- A narrated two hour ride south into
Arkansas and back. There are 4 domed cars, so your chances of get a
“high” seat are pretty good.
This is all within normal walking distance- you don’t ever have to get in
your car! Then every evening there is a water and fire show with music
every evening right straight down to the Landing from the hotel.
Our only hope is that when you are having so much fun that you don’t
forget to allow a little time to attend the convention.
Bobbi and Bernie Reising
Dave and Gail Schroeder
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December 2014 ACC Cribbage Board of the Month – by Jay Fulwider #
This board belongs to ACC
member Bud Ferrigno of Canby,
Oregon. I met Bud several years
ago
at
the
JPW/TOC
tournament in Reno. He told
me about his board and I hoped
to see it one day. Well, last
September I attended the
Cribbage Board Collectors
Society Convention in Portland,
OR. Bud came to visit our
convention and brought his board. Our CBCS members were as excited to see this board as Bud
was to see the many beautiful and unique boards we had on display.
I like to say that every board has a story. This board is no exception. It was hand-crafted by Bud’s
great-grandfather, Charles Sullivan. Charles was one of the principal founders of the timber town
Mill City, OR in 1886. The town is on the Western slopes of the Cascade Mountains east of
Salem. Bud estimates that his great-grandfather made the board around 1920. It was made from
native woods around Mill City. It includes Douglas fir, cedar, pine, maple and mahogany. There
is storage for cards, pegs, cigarettes and matches. The most unusual part of the board is a built
in ashtray. The metal bottom of the ashtray flips and dumps the ashes and butts into a metal
drawer that can be emptied as needed.
Bud found the ACC when he read about the 1985 Oregon State Championships in Prineville,
OR. He attended and his family history of cribbage served him well because he made the
playoffs. Cribbage is definitely a family affair for Bud. In the late 1980’s, his father, brother and
son all played together in a few tournaments. His son, at age 11 qualified for the playoffs in the
Cascade Classic Tournament. Bud said his son lost 3-1 in the playoffs Sunday morning and that
his opponent was a “true gentleman”, DeLynn Colvert.
Some of you might run into Bud at future ACC tournaments. He is within 100 points of his Grand
Master rating. He also plays Grass Roots for Club 191, the Canby Diehards and is working toward
his Gold award. Good luck Bud.
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PHILADELPHIA LAWYER/CRACKER BARRELL CRIBBAGE?? Dave Schroeder, #84
Back in the early 1990’s an article was published
in the Riverside, California, Sunday paper about
my cribbage board collection which numbered
about 40 in those days. The next morning was
a knock on the door and a lady acquaintance
handed me a cribbage board that had hung on
the wall of her mother’s house when she was a
child in the early 1950s. She had inherited it and
really didn’t want it and thought I would get
better use out of it. A circular board, about 16
inches in diameter with three concentric circles
of holes, 16 per circle and the adjacent holes
joined together by some mysterious black line pattern. No instructions and no idea of how to
play it.
I contacted the Game Board Collectors back East and they had never heard of it and were of no
help except to suggest I contact a Bette Bemis in Rhode Island who collected cribbage boards!
There started a long friendship and Gail and I joined her club of cribbage board collectors. Bette
had never heard of one either and no help in how to play it. We continued collecting boards and
researching Cracker Barrel Cribbage and started going to annual conventions and taking the
board along. No help for the next few years.
About three-four years later, a collector near Los Angeles, Arnold Gordon, happened to mention
that he had one and had not had any success in finding anything out about it, including checking
the records in Chicago, Illinois, where the board was manufactured. His board had nine pegs with
it of four different colors. A clue, but no help in playing, either.
Now we fast forward to about 2002. Bette called and said there was one on eBay and had
INSTRUCTIONS! That board was going to be mine! I contacted the seller and made sure the
instructions were complete and started bidding. It wasn’t going anywhere very fast and was up
to $30- $35 and a few days to go. I was not in position to “snipe” it at the end, so I threw a
horrendous maximum bid on it, like $550, and sweated. Had it gone that high and I gotten it, I
probably would not be here today telling this story! Fortunately, it went for about $65. I was a
very nice looking board and had ALL but one of the pins. So now, after almost 10 years we finally
know how it is played. It is not a cribbage board at all, except in name, and I did not know at that
time it really had another common name.
I took it to the Rhode Island Convention and demonstrated it. Sherry Catt is a schoolteacher and
uses a game in her class called “The Mills Game”, a board game played with pegs only (no cards)
by two people. Cracker Barrel Cribbage is somebody’s idea for a Mills Game played by four
people. The goal is to get three of your pegs side-by-side anywhere on the board (with gazillion
exceptions). You can start anywhere you like; there are no cards or dice. The game also goes by
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the name of “Nine Man Morris” and drawings of it have been found on the wall of the ancient
tombs of Egypt.
So, there you have the complete story of Cracker Barrel Cribbage, as I know it. It is NOT a cribbage
game, except in name only and that is a misnomer. I have made a full set of pins for everybody
that has one and printed up a set of instructions. I believe the Herzog’s found a board also, back
in the early 2000’s. That makes 4 that I am aware of.
It has my vote to never appear in writings or books on cribbage, again, with the possibility of
inclusion as an afterthought or an interesting story whose time has come and gone.

Drueke Race Track Cribbage Board – Cec Bradshaw #238
I started collecting cribbage boards about 7 years ago. My focus was on Drueke boards. Why?
Because that is what my mother- in - law used when she taught me how to play. Because the old
Drueke factory was just a few miles away from my home. And because I wanted to focus on one
manufacturer.
So for the first 2 – 3 years Drueke was the only board I would collect. It had to be in great shape,
it had to have the box, it had to have the pegs, and it had to include the instructions! If you
happened to be bidding against me on eBay for a Drueke cribbage board, you probably lost it
because I really did not care what it cost. OK, I know Dan Betz beat me out on an extremely rare
round “1”. He really paid too much for it. But I did get one later. I had prepared a spreadsheet
that listed every model the Drueke company manufactured and it was my objective to get at least
one of every model.
Fast forward to a convention 3 or 4 years ago, Peter Leach just had to show off a number 1949
Drueke Race Track board. I think he even said to me, something like “I bet you would like to have
it?” Of course I said yes. It was later that Peter told me that I might be able to get it under certain
circumstances sometime in the future – be patient.
The future came at the convention in Portland last year. At dinner Peter held out his 2 hands and
said “I have a $ figure in my hand. If you can guess what it is or come close to it, the board will be
yours. If you don’t come close, you still have to wait.” Well, I wanted it, I took a guess and – the
board is now mine. It is in beautiful condition, with a good box, and complete with pegs and
instructions. The game has some really unique aspects to getting around the board. It not like the
normal play. You actually can switch lanes and move into a shorter track (inner lane) to beat your
opponent. Bear in mind, your opponent also has the same opportunity which can really change
the game in a hurry.
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Up until that convention, Peter told me
that he did not know of anyone else that
had the Race Track board. Even Betty
Bemis had not seen one before. Guess
what, one of our newest CBCS members,
Larry Snow, also has one. Can you believe
it - and he is not even focused on Drueke
boards? So, we know for sure there are at
least 2 of them in the CBCS. And here is
mine in all its splendor and glory .
The board was patented in 1947 by the inventor Allen H. Buffmire from Detroit, Michigan.
Patented Feb. 4, 1947 2,415,073
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
2,415,073 GAME
Allan H. Buffmire, Detroit, Mich.
Application January 25, 1945, Serial
No. 574,561
The invention relates to games. The
object of the invention is to provide a
game played with an aperture board,
pegs, and a pack of cards in a manner
generally similar to cribbage, the
board being of a novel form to
produce a game more exciting and
interesting than cribbage and including
hazards and situations not found in
cribbage. The board of the present
invention differs from the usual
cribbage board in that there is a
common lane into which the players
may peg at certain points, and this
lane contains a less number of peg
holes than the outer lanes and also
preferably at predetermined points
has premium peg holes which if
pegged into add additional points to
the players’ score. The invention
further consists in they several
features hereinafter set forth and more particularly defined by claims at the conclusion hereof.
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NEW CBCS WEBSITE!!
cribbageboardcollectorssociety.org

HOME PAGE 

HOME NEWSLETTER CONVENTION GALLERY LINKS CONTACT US MEMBERSHIP
ARTICLES
Welcome to the Cribbage Board Collector’s Society (CBCS)
Our Objectives


Generate continuing interest in the hobby of collecting
cribbage boards, both as art and historical objects

Collect and share research about the history of boards

Establish a network of cribbage board collectors who share
their boards and knowledge with each other and with the general
public
The society was established in 1991 by the late Bette Bemis and has gathered a large collection
of references materials regarding cribbage boards, copies of patents and much more.
We meet at our annual convention for presentations, show-and-tell and, of course, cribbage
tournaments.
Do you have a board to share? Do you have a board (maybe one you inherited) that you
would like to know more about? Email Terry our research chair for assistance.
The guide for collectors: Cribbage Boards 1863-1998 by our founder
Bette Bemis. Schiffer Books, 1997. Available at amazon.com.
Thanks to Jane McLaughlin for indexing our newsletters. Additional
newsletters till be placed online as time permits. Find photos from past
conventions and information about upcoming conventions on the
Conventions tab.
From Terry: Please take a look and let me know what you think. Don’t
forget the other pages listed at the top. The gallery is a work in progress. Please give me your
ideas. The home page could use some pizzazz. I’ve gotten inquiries whether members could
liquidate their collections at the website – for members to have first crack. Is this something
y’all would be interested in? Cost to maintain the website is $59.40 per year.
terrydna@comcast.net
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More Than You Really Want to Know about the ‘Quitman Board’… Part 1

In her book Cribbage Boards 1863-1998 Bette Bemis writes, “One of the most fascinating and
unsolved puzzles surrounding the Le Count cribbage board styles is that there also exists a board with a
nearly identical face design to one of the
Le Count boards, but ‘F. W. Quitman So. Norwalk CT’ and a different center medallion is imprinted on
it.” She goes on to speculate, “One can only assume that Frederick Quitman originally designed the
cribbage board and then sold the manufacturing rights to C. W. Le Count.” The chances are that this
assumption is fairly close to the actual facts. However, six additional variations have surfaced since
Bette’s book was published in 2000. With these additional pieces in hand a final solution to the puzzle
might be moved slightly closer.

The men who were involved…
Frederick W. Quitman was born in Prussia in 1846 and emigrated to the United States at age 24,
arriving in New Haven CT in time to be included in the 1870 U. S. census. He is listed as a tenant living in
the home of Catherine Dfeifier; his occupation is listed as ‘laborer.’ In 1872 he married Augusta (no
known last name), who emigrated from Prussia that same year. The 1873 and 1875 New Haven city
directories list his residence as Bassett St. and his occupation as machinist. Neither the 1877 nor the
1878 have New Haven directories listed a Quitman. The 1880 U. S. census for Norwalk lists his residence
as 99 Main St. and his occupation as Liquor Dealer. (Bette also noted Quitman’s new occupation.)
The 1883 Norwalk city directory lists his occupation as “brass and bronze goods, mfr” and his
residence as 11 Washington St. The directory also includes a one/half page ad for Quitman’s business.
[The 1890 U. S. census records for most of the nation were damaged or destroyed in a fire.] The 1900
census lists Quitman’s occupation as machinist. By 1910 he has apparently retired; his occupation is
listed as “own income.” He and Augusta are living at 110 S. Main; they have three adult male renters.
Quitman died in Norwalk, August 8, 1915 (age 69); his occupation is listed as pattern maker.
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There are two other men whose backgrounds should be mentioned before proceeding to the
main event: Louis I. Quitman and Charles W. Le Count. There is no mention in any record that I
searched that indicated that the two Quitmans were related. Louis emigrated to the U. S. from Prussia
in 1866 (four years earlier than Frederick) and the 1870 census indicates that he was 13 years older; his
occupation is listed as “works in lock factory.” All subsequent census and directory entries list his
occupation as pattern maker. He lived in Norwalk until he died in 1902. If the two were related
(brothers? cousins?), Louis may have played a role in urging Frederick and Augusta to make the thirty
mile move from New Haven to Norwalk.
Charles W. Le Count was born in New York in 1828. In 1849 he sailed around Cape Horn to join
the gold rush in California. Shortly after his arrival in San Francisco he met and married Mary Dickerson
and the first of their four children was born there in 1858; soon after this event the family returned to
Connecticut.
(Nothing is known of Le Count’s business activities in California.) In 1863 Le Count became a
“manufacturer of Machinists’ Tools” in South Norwalk. He died in Norwalk, May 8, 1893; one sentence
in a brief “Norwalk Gazette” obituary stands out, “He was of an inventive turn of mind and had reaped a
handsome compensation thereupon.”

The U. S. Patents…
In the last half of the 19th century Connecticut led the nation in the manufacture of tools and
hardware. Many of the names remain familiar today: Yale, Pratt & Whitney and Stanley. There was a
boom in patent applications for all manner of household goods (egg beaters, Mason jars & dust pans)
and commercial items (ratchet wrenches, rotary printing presses & refrigerated boxcars). Many of the
patents relate to modest changes in known items; the stock phrase is “I…have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in…”
Le Count held a total of 17 patents granted between 1865 and 1891, including three for cribbage
boards. Frederick Quitman held four patents (1872-1890) including two for window or door hardware,
one for a soldering or brazing torch and one for a self-locking pulley. Louis Quitman had one patent
(1875) for a Sash-Holder.

The cribbage boards…
The “Quitman Board “ was the first of at least seven known variations that were manufactured
between the time that Quitman moved from New Haven to Norwalk (1875-76?) and the granting of Le
Count’s Sept. 2, 1879 Cribbage Board patent. All of the metal plates are nickel plated cast iron and
measure 2 ¾” X 9 ¾” X 3/8”. The plates are mounted on a wood base 7/16” to 1/2” thick (the “mouse
trap” – 1 1/8”). The sliding peg drawer (13/16” X 2 9/16”) holds six plated brass pegs; a flat spring set
into the wood secures the peg drawer when closed.
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1 – F. W. QUITMAN board – Mounted with four flathead screws. (Photo, pg. 1)

2A – (above) Lettering removed - mounted with two flathead screws – decorative circle
removed from center medallion

Peg drawer used in all seven styles. A flat

Board 2B – Same plate as 2A. A wire spring

spring anchored in the wood block keeps the

(similar to a mouse trap) holds the cards

drawer closed.

securely.

Collection: Larry Snow #292

2B – (Above, right) Same plate as 2A - wood base revised to mount wire spring that holds deck of cards
On all of the remaining boards the narrow lines within each block of square D5 holes have been
eliminated; the wider lines between blocks remain. The exact order of manufacture is unknown.
(Additional discussion follows.)
3A & 3B – Same as 2A & 2B – Design of square ‘double 5’ blocks revised

Part 2, beginning with 3C – EHRMAN BRO & CO CIGARS SAN FRANCISCO and 3D - GILMAN HOUSE
BOUQUET CIGARS will be published in the May newsletter – Peter Leach #136L
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Official Registration
Complete and send your Convention Registration form below to
Jim Herzog, Treasurer, 20068 Herzog Drive, Rockwood, MI 48173.

Name(s): ____________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________ City: ____________________ State: ___

Zip code: __________ Phone: ___________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________________________________

Convention Member Fee

Convention Associate Fee

$100.00

__________

50.00

__________

$100.00

__________

$10.00/year

__________

$5.00/year

__________

(Spouse or regular member living at same address)
2015 Convention Board Only

Membership Dues

Associate member Dues

Total Enclosed:
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$ _________

